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Read through the cover sheet in your Creative Curriculum books 

Lesson flow:

-knowledge 
harvest - 15mins

-tier words-15 
mins

Timeline- 5mins

plenary-10mins
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Tier words TASK 1

On the next page, stick in the tier words in the middle of 
a double page spread. Write the meaning of any words you 
already know in pencil or a handwriting pen. Underline the 
word neatly with correct colour. Here is an example of a 
finished tier word page:

Say each word after me

As we go through this topic, you will learn the meanings of 
the other words. You will come back to this page and write 
the meaning in green pen to show that it is something new 
you've learnt.
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This term we will be learning                                         
about the Tudors. 

   

Knowledge Harvest

Why did Henry VIII have six wives?

After completing your holiday homework, 
you should be able to now write out three 
pieces of information that you already 
know about this topic.
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TASK 2

Date:

LO: Knowledge Harvest
Remember to underline using a ruler and a pencil

Stick this in the middle of your page. Using a ruler, you will 
brainstorm what you already know about the Tudors. Write down as 
many interesting facts as you know. Here's an example of excellent 
presentation:
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• What I want to know? (Next slide)  

• What I already know? 

What did you come up with?
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Task 3

Neatly, stick this on the next page. 

In table groups, discuss things you would like to know in this unit to 
expand your knowledge on the Tudors. Write them down as questions. 
Here's another example of neat presentation.

Year 3- The 
Romans.

A timeline of British History

Year 2- 

Stone Age

Carefully, stick this timeline with the 

following title and annotations

Make the arrow 

longer to give you 

more space to write
In Year 4, we are learning 
about The Tudors.
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Year 3- The 
Romans.

A timeline of British History

Year 2- 

Stone Age

Carefully, stick this timeline with the 

following title and annotations

Make the arrow 

longer to give you 

more space to write

In Year 4, we are learning 
about The Tudors.

TASK 4
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To help us deepen our learning and knowledge we watch a 
couple of videos on the Tudors  that will help us 
understand what life was like during Medieval Britain.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h3dQR2UfC2g
What was rural life like in 
England?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i1cW6sVbUBg Meet a Tudor cook!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iwr68gROYM0
Have a look inside King 
Henry VIII's Kitchen

Plenary

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h3dQR2UfC2g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i1cW6sVbUBg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iwr68gROYM0
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